Polyethylene wear and variations in knee kinematics.
A six-station knee wear simulator was used to test a posterior cruciate-retaining total knee arthroplasty design. Six implants each were tested in three groups; low intensity, high intensity, and malalignment using kinematic inputs from normal gait data, more severe loading conditions, and 3 degrees varus malalignment, respectively. For each group, gravimetric wear of the polyethylene inserts was measured for 5,000,000 cycles. Knee wear testing showed significantly different results for the three groups. Low intensity group inserts had mean wear rates of 3.1 (+/- 1.2) mg per million cycles. High intensity group inserts had significantly higher mean wear rates of 7.4 (+/- 2.7) mg per million cycles. Malalignment group inserts had the highest wear rates of 9.2 (+/- 3.3) mg per million cycles. The wear generated in the knee simulator seems to be dependent on the relative motions and loads at the articulating surface. The high intensity groups were subjected to motions that included reciprocating anteroposterior translations and a higher peak axial load than the low intensity group. This resulted in increasing the amount of wear. Varus malalignment also increased the total wear significantly. These results may explain some of the wide variations in wear seen in retrieved knee implants.